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Presentation:

A New Vessel for Elevating Team Performance: Increased Awareness of Leadership Energy

The proverb popularized by John F. Kennedy during a 1963 speech posits that “A rising tide lifts all boats.” While commonly applied to economic principles or beliefs, this aphorism can also be applied to the concept of leadership, particularly in stressful or fluid environments. Who we are and how we perceive the world influences our thoughts, our emotions, our behaviors, and who we surround ourselves with.

Few environments can be as stressful or dynamic as disaster response as emergency management teams are responsible for balancing the management of tactical resources with the provision of social needs. We have all experienced or
witnessed a situation when toxic or insufficient leadership handicapped the performance of the entire team, whether in daily activity or in times of stress activation. How do emergency managers transition from a traditional response-based command and control system to a leadership and team management approach that promotes authenticity and compassion throughout all four (4) phases of the emergency management continuum? How do we gain awareness of our own perceptions, biases, and filters so that we can identify our emotional reactions and make informed decisions? This presentation will dive into the depths of different lenses of core energy we all exhibit as human leaders and how our thoughts in each lens impact our reactions, behaviors, and ultimately our individual and team performance.

Participants will increase their awareness of how our individual and collective perceptions inform our leadership styles and will learn practical ways to identify, support, train, and be an authentic and effective leader.